Toxic Rainbows Of The Sea

Randall Woolf

for percussion quartet
and track
Player I: Wooden Guiro, Snare, Egg Shaker, Drumset with B. Dr., Sn Dr. 2 Toms and a Splash Cymbal

Player 2: Egg Shaker, Claves, Wooden Guiro, Cowbell (soft rubber mallet), Drumset with B. Dr., Sn Dr. and 2 Toms

Player 3: Egg Shaker, Cowbell (soft rubber mallet), One Timpani, Drumset with B. Dr., Sn Dr. and 2 Toms

Player 4: 3 Timpani, Drumset with B. Dr., Sn Dr. and 2 Toms
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commissioned by the LSU Percussion Ensemble

and Brett Dietz
dedicated to Margaret Busch
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lightly drop one clave on the other, letting it bounce (3 or 4 notes)
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Freely against the track. The track will finish after you.
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COW-BELL soft rubber mallet
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